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                                Andrea Zirkel
6 years ago                                
                                
                                
                                    Kumi Contemporary is an amazing gallery, absolutely trustworthy.
It was a great experience to get in contact with Chris from Kumi Contemporary in order to purchase a limited edition of a print. 
You always receive a competent and friendly response as quickly 
as possible.
The current information from buying to delivery was exemplary:
The work was sent very rapidly and superbly packaged, it has 
exceeded my expectations.
Many thanks, Chris!                                
                                

                                
                            

                
                            
                                                        
                        
                        
                                                
                        
                        
                            
                            
                                
                            
                                Chryss Stathopoulos
6 years ago                                
                                
                                
                                    The gallery was amazing from beginning to end.  Their communication was quick, helpful and friendly.  The piece arrived so quickly and was packaged so well that it arrived in absolute perfect condition.  And a request for further documentation was also quickly responded to.  Overall a wonderful experience and I will definitely buy more art from Kumi again.                                
                                

                                
                            

                
                            
                                                        
                        
                        
                                                
                        
                        
                            
                            
                                
                            
                                Bart van Rosmalen
5 years ago                                
                                
                                
                                    Very good experience. Love the artwork we bought online, it's just what we hoped. Chris was very helpful and quick in response. Shipping and packaging were perfect. Thanks!                                
                                

                                
                            

                
                            
                                                        
                        
                        
                                                
                        
                        
                            
                            
                                
                            
                                Jonathon Lavers
4 years ago                                
                                
                                
                                    Purchased a Lithograph print from the Gallery online. Communication was excellent replying to any query i had promptly and giving me more background information on the piece. Shipping took less than 1 week from purchase and was updated on the status of the package every step of the way. The artwork arrived impeccably wrapped and protected. Extremely satisfied with the service provided by Kumi contemporary and would recommend their gallery to anyone. Thanks!!!                                
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